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Abstract

The acute effects of irradiation on the gastrointestinal (GI) system are well documented but the

longer-term effects are less well known. Increased incidence of adenocarcinoma has been noted

but apart from descriptions of fibrosis, the development of other pathologies specific to survivors

of acute radiation is poorly understood. Samples were taken from C57BL/6 mice irradiated with

partial-body irradiation where the thorax, head and forelimbs were shielded (i.e. sparing 40% of

the bone marrow). Tissue from age matched controls was also collected. There were clear

pathological changes in the intestine associated with DEARE (Delayed Effects of Acute Radiation

Exposure) at doses greater than 12 Gy, with a dose related increase in observed pathologies. Mice

maintained on the synthetic antibiotic ciprofloxacin during the acute phase (days four to twenty),

however, had a lower or delayed incidence of symptoms. After twenty days mice developed

structures similar to early adenomas. Abnormally high levels of apoptotic and mitotic cells were

present in some crypts, along with the early adenomas, suggesting tissue regeneration and areas of

deregulated cell turnover. Over time, in animals with advanced symptoms there was inhibited

crypt cell proliferation, a blunting of the crypts and villi and an enlargement of villus girth, with an

increasingly acellular and fibrotic extracellular matrix (a characteristic that has been previously

demonstrated in aging mice). Together these changes may lead to a reduced functional surface

area and less motile intestine. These observations are similar to those seen in geriatric animals,

suggesting a premature aging of the GI tract.
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INTRODUCTION

Radiation damage to the intestine, and consequential symptoms, are classified as acute or

delayed (GI-ARS, gastrointestinal acute radiation syndrome; GI-DEARE, gastrointestinal

delayed effects of acute radiation exposure). The acute phase occurs within days of exposure
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and results from the loss of intestinal clonogenic cells, leading to loss of the epithelial crypts

and ulceration. The severity of the mucosal barrier breakdown and ability of the tissue to

repair the damage is radiation dose dependent, with GI-ARS being induced by doses higher

than those that are lethal to the bone marrow. Thus, even if effective mitigation improves the

intestinal epithelial regeneration process and increases animal survival through the GI-ARS

timeframe, one will inevitably succumb to hematological acute radiation syndrome (H-ARS)

shortly afterwards. However, in reality it is likely that a small fraction of the bone marrow

will survive a radiation incident, which may be sufficient to repopulate the hematopoietic

system and allow long term survival. In such cases the long term effects on the intestine,

which are largely uncharacterized, will need to be understood and treated.

Evidence that the delayed effects of radiation exposure are likely to be a problem comes not

only from the Japanese survivors of such exposure, but also from radiation oncology. For

example, patients receiving local radiation exposure to the abdomen and pelvis (and hence

minimal overall bone marrow involvement) frequently develop both acute and delayed

intestinal enteropathies (Dubois and Walker 1988, Johnson and Carrington 1992, Hauer-

Jensen 1990, Kao 1995). The latter tends to occur months to years post irradiation (where

the rapid cell turnover will have already replaced the intestinal surface epithelium tens to

hundreds of times). The pathology of this delayed response is characterized by intestinal

fibrosis and vascular sclerosis leading to a variety of complications that require surgery

within five years in 5% of cases (Coia et al. 1995). However, there is a much greater

incidence of sustained gastrointestinal symptoms (from diarrhea and constipation to

obstruction, fistulation and sepsis), estimated to occur in half of patients receiving

irradiation for the treatment of pelvic tumors (prostate, gynecological, and anorectal)

(Hauer-Jensen 2003, Andreyev 2005). Details of the incidence of intestinal tumorigenesis as

a result of such clinical exposure is more difficult to define (due to the disparate nature of

the patient treatments, ages, presentation of symptoms and diagnosis relative to other

diseases and treatments and overall demographic), but it is clear from survivors of nuclear

incidents that over the long term there is also an increased risk of GI tumors following

radiation exposure (Goodman et al. 1994; Thompson et al. 1994).

In order to therefore develop medical countermeasures to treat the prolonged or delayed GI

damage it is necessary to first understand the pathology and its causes. Crucial is the

characterization of the timelines of the development of DEARE in relation to radiation dose.

Langberg et al. (1996) measured the radiation dose response of exteriorized loops of rat

small bowel that were relocated and locally irradiated in the scrotum. Fibrosis, measured by

collagen assay and radiation injury score, increased with total dose. Whilst informative of

the expected pathologies, this model did not represent the extent of radiation exposure that

may be experienced following more widespread exposure. Hauer-Jensen (1990) reviewed

the general pathologies of late radiation injury in the small intestine that were experienced

both in the laboratory and oncology clinic. Intestinal wall fibrosis and vascular sclerosis

were highlighted as major areas of concern.

We have therefore allowed a number of animals that survived highly controlled GI-ARS

following a range of radiation doses from 8 Gy to 16 Gy (Booth et al. this issue) to age for

up to a further six months tracing the development of both symptoms and histopathologies.

Crucially, these data were then compared with histopathology from age matched control

mice in order to distinguish the results from those of simple gut aging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All procedures were certified according to the UK Animal (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986.

Male C57BL/6 mice aged eight to ten weeks were purchased from Harlan UK and allowed
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to acclimatize for two weeks prior to irradiation. All mice were held in individually

ventilated cages (IVCs) in a specific pathogen free (SPF) barrier unit. A twelve hour

light:dark cycle was maintained with lights being turned on at approximately 0700 hours and

off at approximately 1900 hours. There was a constant room temperature of 21 + or − 2°C

and a mean relative humidity of 55% + or − 10%. The animals received 2018 extruded

rodent diet (Harlan UK) and sterile acidified water (ad libitum) from time of arrival and

throughout the study. Animals were identified by ear punches in cages labeled with the

appropriate information necessary to identify the study, dose, animal number and treatment

groups.

Other supportive care was administered as indicated in the results. Ciprofloxacin (0.67g L−1)

was administered in the drinking water and was also used to wet the food and generate

mash, supplied within the cage to allow for easier access by mice potentially weakened from

radiation exposure. Acidified water was used to wet the food for those animals without

supportive care. Observations by Orschell et al (this issue) have shown that the presence of

Ciprofloxacin in the water does not alter the level of water consumption by the mice.

Animals were irradiated at 15:00 + or − one hour. Irradiation was performed using a Pantak

HF320 X ray set (Agfa NDT Ltd, Reading, UK), operated at 300kV, 10mA. The X-ray tube

has additional filtration to give a radiation quality of 2.3mm Copper half-value layer (HVL).

Mice were restrained in a compartmentalized perspex jig, positioned at a distance of 700mm

from the focus of the X-ray tube. Mice were irradiated in a field allowing irradiation of up to

twelve mice simultaneously. Dosimetry was checked every two months during which time it

has remained within + or − 1% of the original value. QA and control procedures were

performed prior to and during each irradiation to confirm dose and energy output remain

within range.

Animals received partial body irradiation and were anaesthetized with Ketamine (Fort

Dodge) and Rompun (Bayer) administered intraperitoneally to allow immobilization and

accurate lead shielding of the appropriate area. Animals had the head, forelimbs and thorax

shielded (estimated to protect approximately 40% of the bone barrow, PBI BM40) (Boggs

1984). Irradiation was delivered at a dose rate of 70.0 cGy min−1.

All animals were weighed and their well being inspected daily from the initiation of

treatment to the end of the study. Any animal demonstrating more than 15% weight loss was

considered unwell and humanely euthanized if the weight loss was sustained at greater than

20% for 24 hours and mice also demonstrated signs of a moribund state (withdrawn

behavior, reduced body temperature as judged by feeling cool to touch, lack of grooming

and dehydration as judged by a persistent skin tent on pinching). Mice with over 20%

weight loss and developing moribund symptoms were euthanized. All other animals were

euthanized at scheduled times (75 to 192 days). The mice were injected i.p. with 0.5ml of a

20mg/ml solution of Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) (Sigma B5002) forty minutes prior to

euthanasia.

The small intestine and colon were removed, flushed and cut in two, with half fixed in

Carnoy’s fixative for 30 to 60 minutes and half fixed in formalin for 18 to 24 hours. They

were then transferred to 70% ethanol prior to processing for histology to provide one

paraffin embedded tissue block per mouse.

The intestines were ‘bundled’ prior to embedding in order to obtain the ideal orientation of

the crypts (see Booth et al. in this issue). Each paraffin block generated was then sectioned

(3µm sections) to provide three slides per block, each slide containing two non serial

sections. The slides were then stained for hematoxylin and eosin (H & E), BrdU and Masson

Trichrome.
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H & E staining protocol

Paraffin sections were dewaxed in xylene and rehydrated through a series of alcohols to

water using a Leica Autostainer XL ST5010. Once they were rehydrated the slides were

immersed in Gill’s 2 Hematoxylin (ThermoFisher 6765007) for one minute, rinsed in

running water for one minute, dipped in alkaline water then rinsed, before being immersed

in Eosin (ThermoFisher 6766009) for one minute. Sections were then rinsed in water,

dehydrated and cleared in xylene using the Leica Autostainer XL before being permanently

mounted.

Masson Trichrome staining protocol

This staining procedure serves to stain collagen and mucus blue, while muscle, cytoplasm

and neuroglia fibres should stain red with nuclei staining blue-black.

Paraffin sections were dewaxed in xylene and rehydrated through a series of alcohols to

water using a Leica Autostainer XL ST5010 before incubation in Bouin’s solution (Sigma

HT10132) overnight at room temperature. The sections were then rinsed in running water

with a final rinse in reverse osmosis (RO) water.

Sections were stained using a Masson Trichrome kit with Aniline Blue counterstain (Atom

Scientific RRSK2) following the protocol included. First the nuclei were stained by

immersing in Weigert’s Iron Hematoxylin for 20 minutes (prepared immediately before use

by mixing equal volumes of solution A and B) followed by a quick wash in water,

differentiation in 0.5% acid alcohol solution and rinsing in running water. Sections were

then stained with Ponceau Fushcin solution for five minutes and following a quick rinse in

water, differentiated and fixed in phosphotungstic acid for five minutes. Sections were

transferred directly into Aniline blue Masson solution for five minutes then rinsed in RO

water before further treatment in Phosphotungstic acid for five minutes. Sections were then

transferred to acetic acid solution for five minutes and following a final rinse in RO water

were dehydrated quickly in 99% industrial denatured alcohol (IDA), cleared in xylene and

mounted.

BrdU labelling protocol

Paraffin sections were dewaxed in xylene and taken to alcohol using a Leica Autostainer XL

ST5010. Any endogenous peroxidase activity was then blocked by immersing the sections in

1% H2O2 in methanol for 30 minutes. After washing in PBS, sections were treated in hot

acid (1N HCl at 60°C) for eight minutes and then neutralized in boric acid buffer for six

minutes. Following washing in PBS, the sections were blocked with 5% normal rabbit serum

for 30 minutes before incubation with a rat IgG2a monoclonal anti BrdU antibody (AbD

Serotec OBT0030S clone BU1/75(ICR1)) at a one in five dilution for one hour at room

temperature. A negative primary control section was included to control for secondary

reagent non specific staining. Sections were then washed in PBS before incubation with a

secondary peroxidase conjugated rabbit anti-rat IgG antibody (Dako P0450) at one in one

hundred diluted in 5% normal mouse serum for one hour. After further washing in PBS,

labelling was visualised using 3,3'-Diaminobenzidine (DAB) peroxidase substrate (Vector

ImmPACT SK-4105) for five minutes. Sections were then counterstained with hematoxylin,

dehydrated and cleared in xylene using the Leica Autostainer XL before being permanently

mounted.
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RESULTS

Radiation-induced loss of body weight

The first symptom of radiation sickness in a mouse is weight loss. In laboratory studies of

GI-ARS mice, weight loss increases due to dehydration during the diarrheal stage, when it

may become necessary to humanely terminate a study. The extent of acute weight loss is

radiation dose-dependent, but if the bone marrow is shielded many animals recover weight

in the second week post irradiation, also in a broadly dose-dependent manner (Fig. 1). At

doses less than 13 Gy (below the 20 day LD30 for GI-ARS with PBI BM40) animals

recovered their starting weight, although still not regaining weight to sufficiently match the

unirradiated age-matched controls. At 13 Gy and higher (doses inducing GI-ARS) animals

regained weight after the acute phase but then failed to gain weight over the following

weeks. These animals displayed no other symptoms indicative of the prior irradiation other

than that they gained weight more slowly than age matched unirradiated control mice.

However, there then became a point at which some of the irradiated animals began to

decline. This occurred in sporadic mice from two months post irradiation, with increasing

dose-related frequency over the following months. Mice receiving less than 12 Gy remained

unaffected. Control mice that received ciprofloxacin antibiotic support between days four

and twenty did not gain weight at the same rate as the unsupported controls, but fewer mice

became sick as a result of the DEARE following 13 Gy and 14 Gy than the unsupported

mice receiving the same radiation dose. Above 14 Gy both groups of mice failed to

consistently gain weight over the time course of the experiment.

Despite being inbred, similarly housed and irradiated at the same time of day, the long term

response to the irradiation was quite variable within a dose treatment. The weight changes in

a group of mice receiving 14 Gy and surviving GI-ARS are illustrated in Figure 2.

Examination of H & E cross sections of the small and large intestine from unirradiated mice

reveal no histopathological differences between mice maintained on ciprofloxacin and those

maintained unsupported other than acidified drinking water. Similarly, there were no notable

differences post-irradiation in animals that succumbed to this delayed weight loss, whether

on ciprofloxacin or not. The ciprofloxacin simply seemed to delay the development of the

same histopathology (more subtle changes in barrier function, however, cannot be

excluded).

The main early feature of mice aged after irradiation was the appearance in the small

intestine and colon of circular cyst like structures, which look like early microadenomas

(very similar structures to those seen in APC (adenomatous polyposis coli) mutant mice

[analogous to human FAP (familial adenomatous polyposis coli), which predisposes people

to intestinal tumors]. (Oshima et al. 1995, 1997; Potten et al. 2003). The cyst-like structures

appeared within both the small and large intestines relatively soon after radiation exposure;

examples are shown in Figure 3. These have been observed in samples as early as twenty

days after radiation exposure. The incidence however, increased with both time and

radiation dose (although a daily assessment for the full timecourse to plot the changing

incidence over time has not been performed). In the small intestine they were mainly in the

jejunal region, whereas in the colon they were predominantly distal.

Radiation effect in intestinal crypts

Curiously, even within a similar region of intestine, the crypt sizes were quite variable

(unlike control mice in which crypt sizes are very similar). Thus, within the ileum there were

hyperplastic crypts which were either longer or wider (or both) than normal crypts. In other

areas the crypts were shorter and thinner, although the shortening appeared to increase with

time post irradiation. Often both morphologies were seen within close proximity to each
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other. The sizes of the villi were also variable. In some regions there were longer villi, in

other areas the villi appeared shorter and wider. A consistent feature at 14 Gy and higher

were more crypts undergoing bifurcation than in the control mice. Coupled with this was the

presence of several crypts containing lots of mitotic cells. In normal mucosa levels of

apoptosis are low, but this was also elevated. Examples are shown in Figure 4. This was

consistent with crypt hyperplasia, bifurcation and possible adenoma formation, but

inconsistent with shorter crypts and villus blunting. Crypt cell turnover was therefore

variable and possibly deregulated.

Given that H & E stained slides showed that some intestines exhibited a shortening of the

crypts and villi, the levels of proliferation were assessed via BrdU incorporation. BrdU was

injected into the animals forty minutes before euthanasia, so labeled cells are indicative of

the number of cells in the S phase of the cell cycle immediately prior to euthanasia. It was

seen, especially in the lower ileum, that levels of BrdU labeling were much lower than in the

age matched controls (Fig. 5). It was also noted that these sections contained smaller crypts

and villi, confirming reduced cell production. The diameter of the intestine as a whole was

also much smaller in these mice.

Intestinal tissue effects: muscularis mucosa, cellularity, collagen formation

There was a thickening of the muscle in many of the irradiated samples compared to control

(also seen in Fig. 5). In the most severe cases the effects were clearly obvious, whereas in

the moderate cases only certain areas of the intestine appear affected. However, it is difficult

to conclusively exclude the effect of a tissue sectioning artifact due to orientation of the

tissue during sectioning on this observation. The submucosa, however, was consistently

expanded with a reduced mesenchymal cell density. Evidence of vascular structures with

irregular shapes and expanded diameters was also seen. Similarly the cellularity of the upper

villus was reduced, although there were frequently highly packed cells around the crypt

villus junction.

Sections were also stained with Masson Trichrome, a histological stain for collagen and

hence an indicator of fibrosis. In the age matched unirradiated mice a narrow, darkly stained

band of collagen (blue) is seen in the submucosa. In a few of the older, unirradiated mice the

band was wider and slightly paler, with increased staining within the villus lamina propria.

Although it has not been quantified in the irradiated samples, however, the collagen band

width appeared to increase far earlier (at an earlier age) and by a greater degree in many of

the mice (Fig. 6, 7). There was also more collagen staining in the villus lamina propria.

Overall there was a much greater total area of staining in the older irradiated mice. This

staining was often less intense than in the age matched controls. The staining was also less

organized, possibly indicative of collagen deposition and or remodeling. Future image

analysis may enable quantification of the collagen levels within the crypt and villus

submucosa.

Mice with signs of DEARE exhibited all the above morphologies in the same area of the

intestine, i.e. areas with smaller crypts showed less BrdU labeling and a broader and paler

band of collagen staining. However, there was a variation in the number and size of these

foci between mice.

DISCUSSION

The dose response studies indicated that the delayed effects were only prevalent at radiation

doses that also induced GI-ARS, suggesting that the initial mucosal breakdown and repair is

a pre-requisite for later pathologies. This is consistent with previous more generic

suggestions that the probability of symptomatic late radiation toxicity is minimal if the
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radiation dose is below the acute tolerance level (Perez et al 2004). Unlike man, or non

human primates, there was no evidence of continued intermittent diarrhea in mice allowed to

age after surviving GI-ARS. The only obvious difference between the species that may be

related to this observation is that mice do not develop granulation tissue (Sartor 1997).

Other than the weight changes associated with GI-ARS and the slower overall weight gain

the mice were completely symptomless until the onset of late stage weight loss. During this

symptomless period however, the mice were developing microadenomatous structures, of

very similar appearance to those found in mice with a mutation in the APC. This is

consistent with increases in gastrointestinal cancer following radiation exposure (Ron et al

1994, Preston et al 2007), and attributed to errors induced during DNA repair and tissue

regeneration.

The observation that treatment of control mice with ciprofloxacin support for sixteen days

provoked a long term reduction in animal weight gain was surprising and does not appear to

be reported elsewhere.

The onset of DEARE was clearly delayed by the presence of ciprofloxacin, suggesting that

the consequences of a reduction in enteric flora from days four to twenty had a much longer

term effect on the intestine. The physical damage to the epithelium (levels of clonogen

death) is consistent with or without the antibiotic, suggesting that the inflammatory response

induced by the presence of the bacteria is responsible for the changed DEARE. These

observations support reports that in addition to its antibiotic function ciprofloxacin may

alleviate excessive pro-inflammatory responses mediating local gut injury (Lahat et al.

2007). Changed levels of bacterial challenge post irradiation may also impact the severity of

the local mast cell response in GI-ARS, with consequences for mast cell involvement in

DEARE-related fibrosis.

There has been evidence that long term changes to the endothelial function are involved in

the development of late effects (Wang et al 2002, 2007, Lyubimova and Hopewell 2004,

Rezvani et al. 1995), although the suggestion that damage to the endothelium was

responsible for GI-ARS has now been largely refuted (Hendry et al. 2001, Schuller et al.

2006). Longer term effects may be due to changed regulation of thrombin and

thrombomodulin, causing induced vascular permeability and thrombin activated

inflammation and fibroblast activation (Wang et al. 2007). Activated fibroblasts produce

transforming growth factor-beta1 (TGFbeta1) which in turn activates connective tissue

growth factor (CTGF). TGFbeta1-mediated activation of CTGF is controlled by Smads, but

recently Rho/ROCK signalling has been proposed as an alternative pathway involved in

intestinal fibrosis (Haydont et al. 2007, Gervaz et al. 2009). The latter opens the possibility

of using statins or Fasudil as potential delayed effect treatments, since they inhibit Rho and

ROCK respectively (Haydont et al. 2007). Since the Rho pathway is also involved in

vascular permeability, this may also have earlier stage therapeutic potential.

One of the consequences of fibroblast, myofibroblast and smooth muscle cell activation is

the secretion of the fibrillar collagens (type I and III) (Matthes et al. 1992, Graham 1995).

Thus, TGFbeta1 or Rho:ROCK pathways induce collagen production. It can also be induced

by direct autocrine induction of CTGF (Yarnold and Brotons 2010). The increased collagen

deposition in this study is consistent with this and many previous observations. Increased

type I collagen, matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and their tissue inhibitors (TIMPs) have

been described in the late phases of radiation enteritis and fibrosis (Remy et al. 1991, Strup-

Perrot et al. 2004). Classically, radiation fibrosis was considered a chronic, progressive

disease. However, more recently fibrosis has been defined as a dynamic process involving

cycles of tissue remodeling by the MMPs and TIMPs. Cycles of collagen production and
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tissue remodeling will undoubtedly also alter the composition of both the epithelial crypt

clonogenic cell extracellular matrix niche and the growth factors it sequesters. Thus, there is

both a direct and indirect effect of high dose radiation on the epithelium; the direct GI-ARS

effect induced by clonogen (and hence crypt) death and the longer term indirect effect of

local growth factor control of clonogen function. Assuming that there are cycles or ‘flare

ups’ of inflammation during the development of DEARE, with concomitant cycles of

stimulation and inhibition of crypt cell proliferation, this may account for some of the

variability seen in cross sections from various mice. The Rho pathway is also implied in

tumor hyperplasia (Gaugler et al. 2005) and so may well be involved in the regional

variations in crypt proliferation and development of the microadenomas observed in this

study.

A feature of these studies was the changed crypt cell proliferation in the mice. This was not

consistently increased or decreased, but quite variable, particularly following the lower

radiation doses or shorter times post-irradiation. In the early stages of DEARE (late GI-

ARS) it may be expected to see a sustained reparative increase in crypt cell proliferation,

with overshoots in cell production being subject to homeostatic feedback and gradually

damping down of the system as the tissue is repaired and steady state levels resume.

Increased cell production and crypt length has also been shown to cause increased crypt

fission, which will ultimately restore crypt numbers. These processes are associated with a

restoration of the clonogenic cell population by symmetrical expansion of the surviving

clonogens. Replication and perpetuation of the template strand DNA, which may be

damaged by the radiation exposure, can therefore contribute to increased early initiation of

microadenomas (normally associated with aging).

As the DEARE symptoms progressed however, there was a consistently observed reduction

in crypt cell proliferation. This may be real or be the result of reduced appetite in

increasingly sick mice (fasting has been shown to reduce intestinal cell proliferation). Whilst

the observation was indeed greatest in the animals that had lost the most weight, this alone

cannot explain the fewer crypts and larger villi that were also observed in the mice

experiencing DEARE. Interestingly this histopathology was very similar to that seen in

geriatric mice (Fig. 8). Geriatric mice have also been described as having large ‘bloated’

villi with a reduced cellularity within the lamina propria core, along with a reduced overall

crypt and villus number (Martin et al 1998a). The reduced surface area provided by fewer,

larger, villi will limit the nutrient absorptive capacity, whilst the fibrotic core reduces the

flexibility of these lumenal protrusions and may impede the transit of the lumenal contents.

Together these may contribute to the malnutrition and constipation or other obstructive

syndromes that occur in the elderly. If the same histopathology is also present at late times

post irradiation in non human primates and man it may explain the similar problems of

wasting, constipation and episodes of faecal urgency that are evident during DEARE.

A network model of aging has been proposed, called MARS (Kowald and Kirkwood 1996).

This suggests that the processes that cause the aged phenotype are the accumulation of

defective mitochondria leading to a reduced functional number; the accumulation of aberrant

proteins; the effects of oxygen free radicals and reduced proteolytic scavengers. These are

all processes that are also affected by irradiation, supporting parallels between the two

responses.

The cells responsible for these long-term histopathology changes (be it aging or as a result

of DEARE) must be long term residents of a tissue. The mesenchymal fibroblasts

responsible for the collagen production undergo extended although ultimately finite

replication and may therefore be responsible for the long term fibrotic changes. The crypt

clonogenic epithelial cells are the long term cells responsible for the maintenance of the
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mucosa. Under normal circumstances mice will undergo predominantly asymmetric division

of their stem cells, generating daughter cells whilst maintaining their own population. Over

years of daily division, with occasional exposures to genotoxic stresses and symmetrical

divisions, there may be a gradual decline in stem cell fidelity and homeostatic regulation as

they accumulate damage. In a post irradiation situation the surviving clonogens will be

triggered to cycle rapidly in order to restore their number via symmetrical expansion. These

cells will then restore the crypt structure, and then generate further crypts via crypt fission,

each also developing a new stem cell hierarchy. Thus, sustained stem cell expansion is

required in order to restore the tissue, followed by normal daily tissue maintenance. This

process may therefore be equated to an accelerated aging process, compressing the events of

several years into months.

Interestingly, geriatric mice displayed an altered response to injury in the small intestinal

crypts, with delayed induction of p53 and p21 and changed apoptotic sensitivity in the

clonogenic stem cells (Martin et al. 2000). The aged crypts were also slower to respond

following high dose irradiation than younger adults, although the total number of cells with

clonogenic potential was estimated to be higher (Martin et al. 1998b). This suggested that

cells higher up the normal lineage may be recruited into the clonogenic compartment,

possibly indicative of a deterioration of the crypt organisation. These more mature

clonogens may be responsible for the reduced efficiency of the damage response.

Similarly impaired clonogen functional integrity in intestinal crypts from animals

experiencing DEARE is also highly likely given that the nascent crypts generated post GI-

ARS may be generated from recruited clonogens. Unfortunately, unlike the bone marrow, it

is not possible to perform serial transplants in order to compare the long term functionality

of the clonogens isolated from the different animals (adult, geriatric and those experiencing

DEARE). It will, however, be interesting to determine their responses using the dose

response and split radiation dose assays of Potten and Hendry (1985; Hendry et al. 1992;

Roberts et al 1995) and also determine whether the extensive mucosal repair following GI-

ARS has resulted in the generation of many ‘poor quality’ clonogens or simply accelerated

clonal exhaustion.

CONCLUSION

It is clear that there are pathological changes in the intestine associated with DEARE. The

GI-DEARE syndrome was seen at doses greater than 12 Gy, with a dose-related increase in

observed pathologies. After 20 days mice developed structures similar to early adenomas.

By day 75 most mice had such structures in both the small and large intestine, and many

gradually became moribund. Abnormally high levels of apoptotic and mitotic cells were

present in some crypts, along with early adenomas, suggesting tissue regeneration and areas

of deregulated cell turnover. Over time the many crypts and villi also became blunted. A

larger and fibrotic submucosa developed. Together these may lead to a reduced functional

surface area and less motile intestine. These observations are similar to those seen in

geriatric animals, suggesting that radiation exposures that cause DEARE may induce a

premature aging of the GI tract.
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Figure 1.
Weight loss changes post irradiation. The number of animals shown is the number surviving

after day 20 from all DEARE studies. Animals were euthanized as scheduled on day 75 or

120, or due to sickness. Animals were euthanized when weight loss exceeded 20% and the

animals also exhibited moribund symptoms. Weight gain was reduced in control mice by the

presence of ciprofloxacin. After an initial radiation dose dependent weight loss, animals

regained weight. All radiation exposures impeded the subsequent weight gain, with the

greatest impact at 13 Gy and higher. Antibiotic supportive care may be beneficial at these

higher doses.
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Figure 2.
Weight loss changes post irradiation. An example of the variation within the same treatment

group. Some animals appeared healthy and gained weight, whereas others lost weight and in

extreme cases became moribund.
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Figure 3.
Examples of lesions similar to microadenomas in animals exposed to irradiation (typical of

lesions seen from 20–200 days post irradiation at doses above 12Gy irrespective of

ciprofloxacin treatment). Top: H & E sections of small intestine show examples of the

abnormal pathologies seen in DEARE mice four months following 14Gy. The cyst-like

structures are typical of microadenomas. Bottom: Similar structures from mice four months

following 16Gy, labeled to reveal BrdU labelled cycling cells. The arrow indicates a

bifurcating crypt adjacent to a microadenoma.
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Figure 4.
Examples of changed crypt cell turnover in DEARE mice at a range of doses. Top: Animals

four months post irradiation. Bottom: Age matched controls. Post irradiation crypts and villi

were both smaller than the controls. Several crypts contained multiple mitotic cells and high

levels of crypt fission were seen (arrow). Increased levels of apoptosis (as judged by the

stereotypical condensed chromatin and eosinophilic staining were often observed, often at

high cell positions.
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Figure 5.
BrdU labeling in moribund DEARE mice. Mice were injected with BrdU 40 minutes prior to

euthanasia and the incorporation revealed by immunohistochemistry. Top: Day 94 following

14 Gy (left), Day 192 following 15 Gy (right). Note the thicker submucosa and the shorter

crypts and villi. The diameter of the intestine as a whole is also smaller. Bottom:

Unirradiated controls, day 125 (left), day 200 (right).
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Figure 6.
Masson Trichrome staining in moribund DEARE mice. Top: Day 112 following 16 Gy (left)

and day 119 following 14 Gy (right). Bottom: Unirradiated controls, day 125. The increased

collagen (blue stain) in the irradiated mice is clearly visible.
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Figure 7.
Masson Trichrome staining in older moribund DEARE mice. Top: Day 192 following 15

Gy. Bottom: Unirradiated controls, day 200.
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Figure 8.
Example of the similarity between aged and DEARE mice. Left: H & E section of a 15 Gy

day 192 sample. The villi are short and wide with fewer cells in the lamina propria. Mid: A

control 5 month old mouse with longer villi and normal looking lamina propria. Right: A 32

month old mouse. The broad spade-like villi result in a reduced absorptive surface area and

a less flexible structure, both of which contribute to a failure to thrive.
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